Objects are entities we act upon, where the functionality of an object is determined by how we interact with it. In this work we propose a Dual Attention Network model which reasons about human-object interactions. The dual-attentional framework weights the important features for objects and actions respectively. As a result, the recognition of objects and actions mutually benefit each other. The proposed model shows competitive classification performance on the humanobject interaction dataset Something-Something. Besides, it can perform weak spatiotemporal localization and affordance segmentation, despite being trained only with videolevel labels. The model not only finds when an action is happening and which object is being manipulated, but also identifies which part of the object is being interacted with. Spectaculars (57.5%) Lift sth. up completely, then letting it drop down. (85.5%) Throw sth. in the air and letting it fall. (35.7%) Cable (23.7%) CNN Action Recog. Object Recog.
Introduction
Affordance, introduced by James Gibson [9] , refers to the properties of an object, often its shape and material, that dictate how the object should be manipulated or interacted with. The possible set of actions that an object can afford is constrained. For instance, we can drink from a plastic bottle, pour water into it, squeeze it, or spin it, but we cannot tear it easily into two pieces (see Figure 1) . Similarly, for a given action, the possible objects which it can apply to are also limited. For example, we can fold a paper but not a bottle.
A handful of works have exploited object information for the recognition of Human-Object Interactions (HOIs) and more general action recognition [3, 10, 31, 19, 44] . However, understanding HOIs goes beyond the perception of objects and actions: it involves reasoning about the relationships between how the action is portrayed and the consequence on the object (i.e., whether the shape or location of the object is changed by the action upon it). Most of the previous works pre-define human-object or action-object pairs for HOI [3, 10, 31] . The classification is done by either a graphical model [12] , a classifier based on the appearance features [10] , Figure 1 : Object and action co-dependence. The action tearing something into two pieces can be performed on a piece of paper but not a bottle. Given the object bottle, we can pour water into it or spin it, but cannot fold it or tear it.
or a graph parsing model [31] . A potential issue with the previous approaches is that the complexity of an HOI model grows quickly as the number of objects and actions increase. The reasoning capability of these approaches is also limited due to the action-object pairs being preset for modeling. In addition, full annotations including action labels and object bounding-boxes are often required by these approaches for the effective modeling of HOIs.
Here we propose a Dual Attention Network model that leverages object priors as the guidance to where actions are likely to be performed in a video stream and vice versa. The focus of attention is represented by a heatmap indicating the likelihood of where an action is taking place or where an object is being manipulated in each frame. These attention maps can enhance video representation and improve both action and object recognition, yielding very competitive performance on Something-something [11] dataset. We show that the attention maps are intuitive and interpretable, enabling better video understanding and model diagnosis. Such attention maps also facilitate weakly-supervised spatiotemporal localization of objects and actions. Figure 2 : Framework overview. Our approach exploits the role of human action and object in human-object interactions via the dual attention module. The Dual Attention Network first predicts plausible action and object labels independently as the priors (1 st prediction). Then the priors are used to generate attention maps that weight the features of object and action for the 2 nd prediction. Action Recog.: action recognition head. Object Recog.: object recognition head. cess of CNNs for static images and RNNs for temporal relations by feeding CNN-based features from single frame into an RNN model [49, 5, 20] . An alternative approach is to extend 2D CNNs by applying 3D convolutional filters (C3D) on raw videos to directly capture the spatiotemporal information [39] . The 3D filters can be "inflated" from 2D filters (I3D) [2] and can be initialized with an ImageNet [4] pre-trained model. Recent works involve Non-local Networks [43] , which uses space-time non-local operations to capture long-range dependencies; and Temporal Relation Network [50] , which sparsely samples frames from different time segments and learns their causal relations. In addition to the end-to-end frameworks on raw video inputs, optical flow [15] has also proven to be useful [35, 2, 50] when combined with features extracted from raw RGB images.
Human-object interactions and visual affordance. Several works have exploited human-object interactions and affordance for action recognition. Gupta et al. [12] integrate perceptual tasks to exploit the spatial and functional constrains for understanding human-object interactions. Koppula et al. [22] frame the problem as a graph, where the nodes represent objects and sub-activities while the edges represent the affordance and relations between human actions and objects. The graph model can be optimized using structural Support Vector Machine (SVM) [22] or Conditional Random Field (CRF) [24] . Jain et al. [18] merge spatiotemporal graph with an RNN to model different kinds of spatial-temporal problems such as motion, action prediction and anticipation. Gkioxari et al. [10] propose InteractNet to detect human, verb, object triplets by exploiting the appearance features from detected persons. Dutta and Zielinska [7] employ a probabilistic method to predict the next action in human-object interactions [41] . Fang et al. [8] propose a model to learn the interactive region and action label of an object via watching demonstration videos.
Attention models. Attention mechanism has been
Image features Action/object priors Attended features Figure 3 : Illustration of the attention module for the k th frame. It encodes action (object) priors and attends image regions accordingly, yielding the representation for object (action) recognition.
adopted for action recognition. Sharma et al. [33] use a soft attention module to re-weight CNN features spatially. Ramanathan et al. [32] propose to attend people involved in specific events for event detection in multi-person videos. Song et al. [36] exploit skeleton data for attention module to extract more discriminative features in human-centered actions. Du et al. [6] propose to incorporate a spatial-temporal attention module into a classical CNN-RNN video recognition model.
Co-attention models [34, 46, 47, 48, 27, 26] are widely adopted in tasks relating to language and vision such as image captioning [40] , visual question answering (VQA) [1] and visual question generation (VQG) [29] . Lu et al. [27] propose a hierarchical co-attention model for VQA, in which image representation is used to guide the question attention and vice versa, exploiting the relation between the two modalities, image and text.
Comparison to our approach. In contrast to the selfattention and human-attention models for action recognition, and the co-attention models for multi-modal (text and vision) tasks, our framework applies dual attention in the context of multi-task learning on a single input modality, namely the raw video. Our novel iterative model exploits the action/object relations to simultaneously learn cross-task object/action attention maps, which significantly differs from previous works that use self-guided attention [33, 6] . Our model is able to not only outperform the previous state-ofthe-art on a human-object interaction dataset [11] but also yield interpretable attention maps (see Section 4).
Dual Attention Network for Human-Object Interactions
The dual attention network is designed in such a way that the streams of human activity and objects interact with each other by cross-weighting the intermediate features of action and object for recognition. Our attention module is general and can be plugged into any CNN-based action recognition models for feature enhancement. We first describe CNNbased feature representations for video understanding in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. We then introduce the dual attention model in Section 2.3, the building block for reasoning about actions and objects. Finally we detail the full framework in Section 2.4.
Representing videos with neural networks
There are two de facto paradigms to extract video representations: 1) Image-based models which use spatial convolutional kernels to process frames independently, and later perform temporal feature aggregation by another model such as a Long Short-Term Memory network (LSTM) [14] or a Temporal Relation Network (TRN) [50] ; 2) Video-based models which apply convolutional kernels across frames to process a video with spatial and temporal dimensions directly. 1 Image-based models. Given a video V with T frames, CNN features from each frame are extracted independently, resulting in a set of T raw features {f 1 , f 2 , · · · , f T }, where f k ∈ R d×N , d is the feature dimension and N = HW is the vectorized spatial dimension of the feature map. The CNN features are then averaged by global pooling over the spatial dimension, i.e.,f
After that, various modules that process and fuse information across temporal domain can be applied on top of extracted features. For example, all frames can be modeled by an LSTM, resulting in the final representation of a videô v as:
Alternatively, TRN [50] is a simple yet effective network module recently proposed to explicitly learn and model temporal dependencies across sparsely sampled frames at different temporal scales. TRN can be applied on top of any 2D CNN architecture. More specifically, an n-order relation, for a given number n, is modeled as:
Here h φ and g θ are both multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) fusing features of different frames. For the sake of efficiency, rather than summing over all possible choices of n ordered frames, a small number of tuples uniformly sampled are chosen. The model can be extended to capture relations at multiple temporal scales by considering different values of n. The final representation of a video is an aggregation of a 2-order TRN up to an n-order TRN:
where n is a hyperparameter of the model. Video-based models. A video-based model operates on multiple frames within a video. As a result, given a video with T frames, features of each frame are not independent anymore, so that cross-time dynamics may be learned in this way. Besides, temporal down-sampling is often adopted to form a sufficiently large receptive field over temporal domain, so that the number of remaining frames T is less or equal than T . Denote a set of T features as {f 1 , f 2 , · · · , f T }, where f k can be a super frame if T < T , and like in image-based models each frame is then averaged by spatial global pooling. Since dynamics are expected to be learned implicitly within convolutional neural networks, the final representation of a video is usually acquired by averaging across all (super) frames:
Object recognition in videos
Given a video of an HOI, we want to recognize the action and the object associated with the interaction. For example, for a "playing" action, we want our model to recognize that it is "playing a violin" rather than "playing a piano". For training we assume that labels are provided at the video level without bounding-boxes. A straight-forward method for joint action-object recognition is to add a separate classification head for object recognition alongside the head for spilling water onto plate tipping wallet over Ground truth: throwing remote in the air and letting it fall Prediction: shoe falling like a rock Figure 4 : Examples of attention maps yielded by the Dual Attention Network with their predicted labels above. For each clip four frames are shown out of eight frames for TRN with a stride of two. The first row is the input frames while the second and third ones are attention maps for recognizing action and object respectively. The model accurately learns the alignment between actions and objects, even when the background is complicated (e.g., 1 st clip), or the predicted labels are wrong (e.g., 3 rd clip). These examples are drawn from validation subsets. action recognition. Note that the task differs from the standard object recognition in static images, because the model should look for the objects being manipulated by the actor instead of those in the background. As a result, the object head should also utilize feature representations containing temporal information, i.e., for image-based models such as TRN, another multi-scale TRN module is used for object recognition, whereas for video-based models we simply use another MLP.
Dual attention module
We propose a dual attention model for action and object recognition, as illustrated in Figure 3 . The model is not dependent on a specific CNN architecture thus it is general and extensible. The dual attention uses action priors to attend image features for objects, and object priors for actions. Suppose that we have the probabilities p a and p o over actions and objects respectively of their likelihood to appear in the video. First, we apply two MLPs to encode these probability vectors into two intermediate feature representations h a , h o ∈ R d . The dual attention module takes input of the visual features at each frame and generates the object and action attention distributions over N regions of each frame:
where 1 ∈ R N is a vector whose elements are all equal to 1.
W a , W o ∈ R N ×d and w a , w o ∈ R N are the weights to be learned. W ota , W ato ∈ R N ×d are parameters for object-toaction attention and action-to-object attention, respectively. α k , β k ∈ R N are the attention weights over spatial features in f k . The representation of each frame is obtained by a weighted-average over its spatial domain:
Finally, for x in {a, o}, we obtain representations of a video for action and object respectively by substitutingf x k with f x k in Equation 3 or 5.
Full architecture
The full architecture is illustrated in Figure 2 . Given a video, the network first predicts the plausible action and object labels using two separate heads. The prediction results serve as the priors of actions and objects, which are subsequently used to produce the attention maps for objects and actions, via the dual attention module. A second prediction is performed with the attention-based enhanced features. This two-step scheme expresses the interaction between human and objects. The two prediction modules along with the attention module are integrated into one network for end-toend learning. Some actions may involve multiple entities, for instance, "put something on something". We therefore use two softmax classifiers to predict the objects. If the order of the objects is exchangeable, e.g., in the category "move something and something closer", the classifiers will learn to predict the objects in the order as they appear in the ground truth to avoid ambiguity. We use a null label as a placeholder for those action classes with only a single object.
Experiments
We conduct comprehensive experiments below to validate the efficacy of our proposed Dual Attention Network.
Implementation details
We choose Temporal Segment Networks (TSN) [42] and TRN [50] as the backbones among image-based models, and Temporal Shift Module (TSM) [25] among video-based models, given their demonstrated superior performance. We did not choose I3D [2] because the temporal down-sampling (c) Self attention vs. dual attention. Action and object priors offer a better attention mechanism for recognition. rate is overly large (e.g., 16 frames input and 2 super frames output) so that it is naturally inproper to use spatial attention.
Base networks. Following [50] and [25] , we adopt Inception with Batch Normalization [17] (BN-Inception) as our base models of TSN and TRN, while ResNet-50 [13] pre-trained on ImageNet [4] as it of TSM for fair comparisons. The input size is set to 224×224. The spatial size of output features is 7×7 with 1024 and 2048 channels for BN-Inception and ResNet-50, respectively. We append dropout [37] after the extracted features, with a ratio of 0.5.
Dual attention module. The dual attention module generates distributions over the spatial grids of feature maps for each frame. To embed the probabilities of action or object labels, we use a two-layer MLP with ReLU activations [30] . Both layers of the MLP have 512 channels. We project image features into 512 channels by a single-layer perceptron before feeding them into the attention module.
Recognition heads. We use the same sampling strategy as in [50] for multi-scale TRNs. g φ is a two-layer MLP with 256 units per layer, while h φ is a two-layer MLP whose output channels match the number of classes. We do not use dropout within classification heads. For both TSN and TSM the recognition head is a two-layer MLP. The classification heads do not share weights between the first (pre-attention) prediction and the second (post-attention) prediction. This design does not introduce computational overhead as the CNN feature extraction, which dominates the computation, is shared.
Setup
Dataset. We use Something-something dataset V2 [11] , a video action dataset for human-object interactions, with 220, 847 videos from 174 classes. Those classes are finegrained so a model needs to distinguish actions such as "lifting up one end of something then letting it drop down" from actions such as "lifting something up completely then letting it drop down". This requires the model to look into details of different actions. Note that object labels (nouns), provided in V2 by the workers, may result in some inconsistencies: a mobile phone can be depicted as "phone", "mobile phone", "a phone", "a black phone" or even "iPhone". We therefore merge nouns describing the same or similar objects, for a total of 307 object clusters (see supplementary material for details). We conduct our study on this dataset because it is among the very few ones containing videos of diverse human-object interactions instead of a few pre-defined relations between actions and objects. Also it is one of a few large-scale video dataset which provides object labels.
Training details. We use a multi-scale 4-frame TRN (TRN-4) in all our ablation study for efficiency. Results of an 8-frame TSN (TSN-8), an 8-frame TRN (TRN-8) and an 8-frame TSM (TSM-8) are included in the final experiment. The networks are trained end-to-end. We augment the data during training by scale and aspect-ratio jittering. The batch size is set to 32 for TRN-4, 16 for TSN-8 and TRN-8, and 8 for TSM-8 due to GPU memory limitation. We train all models on a server with 8 GPUs for 70 epochs. It starts with a learning rate of 0.01, and is reduced by a factor of 10 at epoch 50 and 65. We use a momentum of 0.9. The weight decay of models with BN-Inception is set as 0.0001, whereas 0.0005 for models with ResNet. We train our models with unfrozen Batch Normalization, which effectively stabilizes the training procedure.
Main results
Results on the validation subset are in Table 1a . Our dual attention model attached on a TRN-4 network yields accuracies of 46.6/75.6 (top1/top-5) on action recognition and of 60.1 (top-1) on object recognition, a 2.0/1.7 and 1.9-point boost over the baseline. Compared to a separately trained model of joint learning of actions and objects (multi-tasking), our approach achieves superior performance, indicating that dual attention is a better approach to utilize the action and object information interchangeably. Figure 4 visualizes attention maps learned by our model. For each clip, the first row contains four out of the eight frames chosen by the TRN module. The second and third rows are attention maps for actions and objects. We see that our model learns meaningful alignment between actions and objects. For action recognition, the attention map generally covers a larger space capturing the global information of the entire action series; for object recognition, the attention map is sharp and neat, mostly on the object being manipulated by the actor. Surprisingly, the model can attend to the relevant region and predict correct classes even when the background is complex, e.g., the first example, in which the model finds the dishes in the sink as well as the water being spilled but ignores the background. In cases where the model produces inaccurate predictions, e.g., the third example, our model still looks at reasonable regions across frames, although it seems unable to recognize the fine-grained categories.
Cohesion of actions and objects. In order to understand the potential maximum performance gain that we can expect from our approach, we experiment with using ground-truth annotations as action and object priors instead of predicting them. As shown in Table 1b , ground-truth guided attentions show a remarkable improvement for both action recognition (5.6%/5.8%) and object recognition (8.8%). This demonstrates that action and object recognition are closely intertwined, and that improving the first prediction in our approach can lead to an even bigger boost to performance. Figure 5 shows the class-wise improvements over baseline with dual attention. We can see that the performance of action categories which are closely associated with certain types of objects is boosted. For example, a liquid prior is helpful for recognizing "spill something". Similarly, something untwistable is helpful for predicting "pretend or try and fail to twist something". Meanwhile, the performance of actions related to the physical localization of objects, such as "turn the camera upwards while film something" and "move something away" also gets better. The improvement on these action categories strongly indicates that our dual attention mechanism facilitate the model to trace the object manipulated by the actor.
Self attention vs. Dual attention. We train a model by generating attention maps from image features only w/o the guidance of priors, termed self-attention model. Table 1c compares our approach with the self-attention one. The inferior performance of self attention suggests that actions and objects priors indeed provide useful information for objects and actions recognition respectively. Table 2 summarizes results on Something-Something V2. We do not use the earlier version as object annotations are missing in V1 and label noise is greatly reduced in the latest release. We compare our approach with TSN [42] , I3D [2] , 2D and 3D CNNs with LSTM from Something-Something [28] , and previous state-of-the-art TRN and TSM. These approaches differ from each other in many aspects such as backbones, temporal feature fusion techniques, training schemes, number of input frames, model domains and modalities. Still, models with the dual attention module surpass all their counterparts. Specifically, TSN dual attention is better than original TSN by 1.0/1.9% points; TSM dual attention is better than original TSM by 1.0/0.7% points; TRN dual attention achieves top-1 accuracy of 51.6% and top-5 accuracy of 80.3% on the validation subset, which is better than any previous 2D model. We conjecture that performance boost of TRN being larger than it of TSN and TSM is because TRN has more complex recognition heads so that it might be able to better exploit attended features. When TRN dual attention is turned into a two-stream models by adding an optical flow branch in TRN, our approach further boosts the performance to 58.4/85.2%. 
Comparisons with state-of-the-art methods

Lifting box up completely without letting it drop down
Key falling like a rock Figure 6 : Visualization of spatial and temporal localization. We visualize one frame out of each segment (four frames). Our method find the object being manipulated, as well as the segments in which the action actually happens.
Weakly-supervised Localization
We can reason about human-object interactions by inspecting attention maps yielded by the model. Here, we apply the model to two weakly-supervised localization tasks: spatiotemporal localization and object affordance segmentation.
Spatiotemporal localization
The attention maps, learned from video-level action and object labels only, can accurately localize objects in the spatial domain, and actions in the temporal domain. The localization task requires the object attention map of all frames available. This is achieved by running the dual attention network alone with predictions of the object and action from our model, and the CNN features extracted from every frame, as input. A single forward pass with a batch of n frames can generate n attention maps.
The "where": spatial object localization. We generate object bounding boxes by thresholding the object attention map. We set the threshold to 60% of the maximum weight in the map. We then apply the flood-fill algorithm to find the connected regions. Bounding-boxes are generated by calculating the minimum and maximum coordinates of each region. We always take the largest bounding-box as a prediction, while the second largest one (if available) is optionally taken based on its size and the number of predicted objects.
The "when": temporal action localization. We observe that a large amount of human-object interactions take place once the object starts to move. Thus, we can associate the start and end of an action via the alteration of the attention maps. We divide a video into segments covering 1/3 second each, i.e., four frames in one segment for videos from the Something-Something dataset. We average the attention maps within each segment to reduce the margin of error. We measure the difference between two object attention maps 
where the sum is over the discrete points in the domain of the distribution. We filter out the leading (trailing) segments if the difference to its preceding (succeeding) segment is below a threshold. The remaining segments are considered as the interval in which an action happens. We set the threshold to 0.06. We consider an action spanning over the entire video if the filtered video is shorter than one second to avoid actions such as "holding something" or "showing something". Results. We perform temporal and spatial localization on videos from the validation subset (see Figure 6 ). We can see that the object being interacted is highlighted and a reasonable bounding-box associated is generated accordingly. Due to the stable and accurate attention map, we are able to eliminate leading and trailing frames irrelevant to the action and find the segments wherein the box is being lifted and the key is falling. We note that compared to using optical flow our approach has more advantages that it can be performed with sparsely sampled segments if the video is very long, and is more robust to camera shake.
We conduct quantitative evaluation of weakly-supervised spatial localization by dual attention model and self attention model on the validation subset, as shown in Table 4 . We randomly sample 100 videos from validation subset and annotate 2 random frames in each video. We report the average precision (AP) under various intersection-of-union (IoU) criteria. As can be seen from Table 4 , our dual attention model yields much better localization accuracy than the self-attention model, indicating that action priors help the model better localize the object being manipulated. We further analyze the statistics of the trimmed videos. Out of total 24,777 videos, 16,592 (∼67%) are trimmed by our temporal localization technique. The average trimmed length is 13 frames (∼1 second), which, compared to the average length of 3.1 seconds, accounts for 1/3 of overall frames. After performing temporal localization, we also analyze the average length of videos in each action category and summarize the results in Table 3 . The longest actions involve "piling something up" and "stacking number of something" whereas the shortest ones involve "throwing something onto a surface" and "something falling like a rock". It is also interesting to see that pretending to do something is longer than actually doing it, something continues spinning is longer than it quickly stops spinning, and pouring something until overflowing is longer than pouring something.
Object affordance segmentation
Humans can learn the roles of different parts of an object by observing how the object is being used, i.e., by watching examples of "pouring water into a bottle" we can infer not only that water can be poured, but also through which part of the bottle the water can be poured. Our model can learn that detailed information. Given a question such as "Where to plug cables?", we find the videos with related labels, e.g., videos labeled with "plugging a cable into a computer". Note that since we would have acquired the ground-truth object label when retrieving videos, the ground-truth object- guided attention is used to create attention maps; meanwhile, this model is trained with ground-truth objects to perform action recognition thus it mixes actions and objects for affordance discovery. After acquiring the attention maps, we then segment by a threshold of 60% of the maximum attention weight. The results are in Figure 7 : the model focuses on the object parts associated with the action instead of the whole object. For example, the model focuses on the brim of a cup for videos involving pouring something into a cup or putting something into a cup. Importantly, the model knows to focus on the handle of a shelf even in a still image. This enables us to effectively parse object parts and infer their affordance even when the labels used for training are at the video-level.
Conclusion
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